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BDJ INTERVIEW
Ian Wilson: 'I would love to see the British dental industry at the forefront of training in developing nations. '
Ian Wilson is the clinical director of Bridge2Aid (B2A) and allegedly pulls teeth faster than anyone else in Africa! After qualifying in 1987 from Edinburgh University, Ian was a dental associate with a number of NHS dental practices in the UK. Ian founded B2A with his wife Andie in 2002. He and Andie lived, with their four children in Mwanza, Tanzania from 2002-2011 where Ian acted as principal dental surgeon at Hope Dental Centre. Ian and his family are now back in England, where he is practising at Genix Healthcare Ltd in Leeds, and of course continuing his work with B2A. He is passionate about addressing the problems of access to Oral Urgent Treatment (OUT) and providing pain relief for remote communities in developing nations.
Why did you and your wife Andie set up B2A in Tanzania?
It was always going to be Tanzania. There were emotional and relationship ties and, to be honest, there was no other opportunity like it at the time. I was out in Tanzania in 1995 doing some charity work and met Andie in an orphanage project, which she was heading up in a rural location. Long story short, 18 months later we got married and moved to Chichester but always felt a pull back to Tanzania -we met there, spent time there and got engaged there. We have a real connection with the people.
We thought we'd like to do something out in Tanzania but weren't sure what, so we settled down in the UK and got used to married life. We still went back on trips and it was during one of those visits that we were offered the opportunity to go there and build a dental clinic with the Aga Khan Foundation. We knew this was the chance we had been waiting for, so between 2002-2004 we established their dental clinic, then in 2004 opened Hope Dental Clinic through B2A which went very well.
We set up Bridge2Aid because we felt very strongly that we wanted to build a bridge to Tanzania from the UK to allow people to come -both from the dental industry and from the non-dental industry -and invest into the lives of the Tanzanian people. Working closely with the Tanzanian government we started our B2A training programme in 2004, using profits from Hope Dental Centre, in addition to donations, and it has been going now for eight years. We can already see the impact and the changed communities.
For readers who don't already know, can you describe the main work of B2A?
Our goal is to provide simple dental pain relief. We do this by training local healthcare workers to deliver oral urgent treatment based on a model developed by the World Health Organisation. [B2A's training programme is described in detail in a recent BDJ paper. 1 ] We use this model to train local clinical officers to take teeth out in six days. This involves intensive one-on-one training. We rotate the clinical officers around the dentists every day so that everyone has the opportunity to see what each clinical officer is capable of, ie on the first day clinical officer A is trained by dentist A and the next by dentist B and so on.
Firstly, the clinical officer watches the volunteer dentist provide treatment, then they start to do it together and finally the clinical officer does it themself. The clinical officers come out after these six days often having taken more teeth out than an dental school undergraduate in the UK! Ruth Doherty, BDJ Managing Editor, interviewed Bridge2Aid co-founder, Ian Wilson at the British Dental Conference and Exhibition in Manchester earlier this year.
About Bridge2Aid
Bridge2Aid (B2A) is the UK's fastest growing dental charity working in developing nations. Almost three quarters of the world's population have no access to the most simple dental pain relief, leaving billions to face a daily battle with pain in the toughest of life circumstances. B2A is working to address this terrifying problem, by providing access to dental pain relief for the millions of people suffering in the developing world. Since 2002, B2A has worked to increase access to pain relief in Tanzania. Focusing on sustainability and empowering local people to improve their own lives over the long term, they have trained over 160 local health workers in emergency dentistry, and now train more than 50 health workers each year. This training has not only directly treated tens of thousands of people but has also extended access to emergency dentistry services to people living in the rural areas. An estimated 1.6 million people now live within reach of someone who can help them when they have dental pain. B2A provides opportunities for UK dental professionals and others to serve in East Africa.
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The clinical officers continue to be evaluated and monitored as time goes on. For the volunteers the training programme is ten days in total -the team leave the UK together, travel to Mwanza, have an orientation day, go into the sites, train for three days, have a break, then train for another three days, go on to a debriefing day and then home to the UK.
The result is that the government and communities now have their own human resource at their disposal, under their guidance and employing their own strategies. That is how it should be. It's not ours; it's not a bunch of volunteers just coming in and doing their own thing. This allows our volunteers to also go into more high priority areas where there is still a need for human resources and it all makes sense! Now, in some areas when we go to provide care there aren't that many patients turning up for treatment because they have a local trained clinical officer who is dealing with his/her own community. This is actually a bit of a result!
What is the most exciting part of living in Mwanza?
On a personal level, it was the relationships that we established and the privilege of bringing up a family in that environment. I loved seeing my children really understand poverty. We lived very much within the community and the key thing for us was making relationships with the people there to understand the issues.
The exciting thing from a B2A point of view was seeing it grow from nothing, from a dream. Seeing Hope Dental Centre change from one dentist and one nurse and grow into what it is today has been amazing. What is exciting now is that it feels just like the beginning. There is a Tanzanian team that is all fired up about it! Where will it go next?
What are the major differences between dental care in the UK and in Tanzania?
In the rural areas the number one difference is access. Someone here in the UK can always make a call and see a dentist. It might cost them but they can get access to the care. In Tanzania, there is a great inequity of the distribution because 80% of the population live in rural areas but actually possess or have access to less than 20% of the resources; whereas 20% live in urban areas and have access to 80% of the country's resources -very different to what we have here in the UK.
The other difference is the education. In the rural areas of Tanzania there are no available educational resources to push a positive public health message. For example, there is nothing on the back of a cigarette packet saying you might get cancer and equally there is nothing on the side of a soft drink bottle that says if given to your child this will contribute to poor oral health. Another problem is that the cost of a bottle of mineral water is more expensive than a bottle of soft drink. So if you are strapped for cash and you want to stop your child being dehydrated, you give them a sugary drink instead of water. From a public health point of view it's an absolute nightmare.
The flipside is that they are very much aware of their own need. They know that they have a problem and that they need access. The issue is that we in the 'West' are in a bubble. We are unaware of the issues of life and death that can happen because of oral disease. Someone can still die because of dental sepsis due to tooth decay in the developing world. I would love to see more on the agenda in the UK about how the majority of the world live.
What's the toughest thing you face working and living in Tanzania?
The hardest thing is being separated from family and friends from home. There are times you really miss people. Some of us have lost family and relatives whilst out there, which is very tough.
Also as a parent, you have to constantly think whether or not it is the best place for your children. I still believe that when they are young it is a privilege to raise a young family there. But as they get older you know they need more opportunities than Tanzania might be able to provide. The healthcare is an issue; you wonder if there is a real health scare in the family will the care be there? On one occasion we had to evacuate my daughter to Nairobi as she had a severe gastrointestinal infection and was dehydrated. The healthcare she needed simply wasn't there in Mwanza. That was very scary. It does infuriate me when people complain about the health service in the UK -we take for granted the healthcare we have.
However, these tough aspects were more than outweighed by the sense of destiny, adventure and purpose of being there. It's not an adventure if there aren't any hurdles! What tends to be the most surprising thing dentist volunteers find when they arrive in Tanzania?
Unless you have experienced the sights, sounds and smells, it is hard to put into words. The level of poverty is so visible in front of you; in particular, the marked difference between poverty and wealth. As countries get richer often the poor get poorer. There is a divide and the gap gets wider and wider.
People are also often surprised by the level of community. The respect for elders Ian hard at work in Mwanza BDJ INTERVIEW and parents, high work ethic, initiative and innovation in the face of minimal resources shown by the people in the community often impacts on our volunteers when they go out.
The level of dental disease is also shocking when they first arrive. They see people who have been in pain for so long. They hear the stories of how the pain has affected the patient's life and their great desire to have someone care for them coupled with the sense of hopelessness when there was nobody to help. Those are the stories that can often make our volunteers need to have time-out. I thought this article was fabulous. We need to have the debate and there needs to be a paradigm shift in the current approach to dentistry volunteering.
An article appearing in the BDJ
We must remember that there are three people involved in the equation: the volunteer, the patient and the local healthcare worker. There has been a traditional model of volunteering in dentistry which in many ways is valid: you see a need you want to respond to, you go and pull out a load of teeth. I did this myself for years and would never want to diminish that. But when we volunteer in that way we are always going to leave a vacuum no matter how good our intentions. There is still going to be a queue for care as we are getting on the plane home. All the BDJ article is saying is that we have to start focusing on leaving a sustainable investment that isn't perpetuating the vacuum. Please invest in the local healthcare worker! My advice if you want to make a difference is to find local dentists and contact the nation's Ministry of Health and work with them both. Every Ministry of Health, no matter how underdeveloped the country may be, has a national oral health plan. We wouldn't bypass the government here so why should we there? I've made the mistake myself of going in without telling There is much more of a 'wow' when you get on a plane home knowing that the person you trained is now treating his own community because of your efforts. So I say bring on the argument! If people are interested in helping out how should they go about this?
They should visit www.bridge2aid.org and apply there. The whole dental team can be involved and people make lifelong friendships through our programmes. Dentists and nurses who volunteer even get CPD! If you don't want to or can't go to Tanzania yourself, you could also contribute by fundraising for us here in the UK.
Some practices make fundraising for us a team-building project, which I think is a great idea.
In terms of volunteering, it is about getting people out of pain first and foremost but there are other appropriate levels of intervention at which people could also make a difference. If you don't want to just take teeth out, why not go and find a dentist in a developing country who wants to learn to do better endodontics for example and teach him how to do better endo. I think we miss a trick whereby we could so easily use our networks and specialist societies to teach people to restore teeth in developing nations. They are hungry to learn. So ask: what can I do?
